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Abstract 

Distinct morphological subtypes of colorectal cancer (CRC) confer a bleak clinical 

outlook. In a recent issue of The Journal of Pathology, Onuma et al. investigated 

morphological evolution of a highly fatal CRC subtype known as micropapillary 

cancer (MPC). This study enhances understanding of MPC biology including 

essential regulatory signals, cellular and multicellular phenotypes as well as cancer 

behaviour. Iterative modelling in three-dimensional (3D) patient-derived CRC tissue-

originated spheroids (CTOS) revealed spatiotemporal oscillations of Rho-ROCK 

hyperactivity underlying reversal of membrane polarity and suppression of lumen 

formation during development of multicellular MPC morphology. Corroborative 

studies in CTOS, xenografts and archival human CRCs confirm human disease 

relevance. Although cancer morphology has previously been considered irreversible, 

targeted inhibition of Rho-ROCK activity restored membrane polarity, lumenized 

multicellular assembly and suppressed MPC morphology in 3D CTOS cultures and 

xenografts. Collectively, the study identifies molecular, biophysical and multicellular 

mechanisms implicated in morphological evolution of micropapillary CRC.  
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In his treatise on the cellular basis of cancer morphology, Virchow proposed that 

“every pathological structure has a physiological prototype. No form of morbid growth 

arises which cannot in its elements be traced back to some model which had 

previously maintained an independent state” [1]. This prescient concept predicts 

evolution of cancer morphology and invasive capacity from perturbation of normal 

cell and tissue organization. In the normal large intestine, the colorectal gland or 

crypt represents the essential functional module of the lining mucosa. Efforts to 

unlock the three-dimensional (3D) complexity of epithelial glandular architecture 

have been aided by fundamental advances in molecular imaging, applied to organoid 

and organotypic culture models [2-4]. Interplay between molecular signals, epithelial- 

extracellular matrix (ECM) interactions, cell cycle-dependent organelle function, 

polarization, lumenogenesis and multicellular pattern formation has been explored 

during evolution of 3D multicellular architecture [2,3,5,6]. Briefly, self-assembly of 

epithelial glandular structures is driven by cell division and engagement of daughter 

cell membrane proteins with the ECM [5]. Resulting signals coordinate microtubule-

guided vesicular trafficking [5], plasma membrane polarization, cell shape changes 

[3,6] and orientation of a polarized secretory epithelium around a single central 

lumen [2].  

 

Intriguingly, the “blueprint” for these integrated morphogenic processes is set 

at the first division of an epithelial “founder” cell [2,3]. Following cell division, 

polarization and nascent lumen formation are driven by microtubule-guided vesicular 

transcytosis to form the apical membrane initiation site (AMIS). This vesicular 

trafficking process brings secretory proteins from the peripheral ECM-facing cell 



 
 

membrane to the AMIS, within the central contact region between daughter cells [3]. 

During subsequent cell division, alignment of new membrane within the AMIS is 

guided by the orientation of the mitotic spindle while expansion of the nascent lumen 

is driven by directional fluid secretion [2] (Figure 1).  

 

Studies in benign MDCK cell cultures have shown these membrane 

polarization and lumenogenesis processes can be disrupted by aberrant Rho-ROCK 

activity [3]. Briefly, Rho-ROCK activity suppresses vesicular transcytosis in cell 

doublets, causing retention of apically targeted proteins at the peripheral ECM-facing 

cell membrane. In turn, these events suppress AMIS and lumen formation and cause 

a reversal of functional membrane polarity. In these conditions, further cell division 

generates multicellular clusters with reversed distribution of secretory proteins, 

absent or abnormal lumens and efficient collective cell migration [3]. Although the 

molecular blueprint of the founder cell can shape the 3D multicellular morphology of 

benign cell cultures [3] and homogeneous cancer models [2,6], development of 

multicellular architecture can be more complex in heterogeneous human cancers. 

For example, morphology of patient-derived (PD) CRC organoids can be non-

uniform [7,8]. Some organoids show reversal of membrane polarity while others also 

have multiple lumens and stratified epithelium [8], suggestive of coexistent mitotic 

spindle misorientation [4]. Furthermore, PD cancer cell clusters can arise by 

detachment of single cancer cells or cell groups from pre-existing tumour organoids, 

in 3D culture [7,9].  

 

Despite this complexity, morphogenic processes uncovered in tractable 

organotypic models appear conserved in some forms of cancer. For example Rho-



 
 

ROCK signalling has a major role in reversed membrane polarity in PD CRC clusters 

[7]. Furthermore, cancer cells or groups that detach from growing PD organoids 

typically retain their abnormal design logic to form new clusters with reversed 

membrane polarity [7]. Conversely, treatment by a ROCK inhibitor completely 

abolished reversal of membrane polarity in multicellular clusters derived from single 

PD CRC cells [7]. Hence, organotypic model studies have uncovered cancer-

relevant biological processes including Rho-ROCK driven reversal of membrane 

polarity [3,7,8] and mitotic spindle misorientation [2]. Dissection of these processes 

in human cancer may shed light on evolution of high grade morphology [4] and 

aggressive cancer behaviour [10]. 

 

Reversal of membrane polarity in organotypic cultures [3] evokes the 

morphology of an aggressive CRC subtype known as micropapillary cancer (MPC) 

[4], recognized by tumour cell clusters with reversed membrane polarity, stroma-

directed secretory activity, clear surrounding lacunar spaces and poor prognosis [4] 

(Figure 1). To investigate MPC pathobiology, Onuma et al. [8] explored the 

molecular framework of lumenized multicellular assembly [3,6] in a disease-relevant 

model system. The authors conducted elegant gene knockdown, pharmacological 

inhibition or global gene overexpression studies in 3D cancer tissue-originated 

spheroids (CTOS) isolated from MPC. They convincingly demonstrated the causal 

role of Rho-ROCK mediated reversal of membrane polarity in evolution of MPC-

CTOS morphology. Dramatically, termination of RhoA signalling by transfection of a 

RhoGAP functional inhibitor or pharmacological suppression of ROCK restored 

lumen formation and blocked development of MPC morphology not only in CTOS 

cultures but also in tumour xenografts [8]. Crucially, the study establishes the 



 
 

principle that aggressive cancer morphology can be suppressed by targeted therapy, 

under certain conditions. 

 

While Onuma et al. showed that global inhibition of Rho-ROCK suppressed 

MPC morphology [8], the reverse experiment to enhance RhoA activity did not 

induce MPC features [8]. Although transfection of a constitutively active construct 

enhanced RhoA activity, this approach cannot replicate the spatiotemporal 

organization of transcription, coupling of expressed genes with localized effectors or 

subcellular elements required for RhoA-dependent evolution of MPC morphology. 

RhoA-dependent signalling complexes that disrupt vesicular transcytosis, suppress 

AMIS and lumen formation remain unclear. Furthermore, oncogenic activators of 

RhoA implicated in MPC evolution have yet to be identified. Pathologists have long 

been aware of associations between primary cancer morphology, detachment of 

tumour cell nests and metastatic patterns [4]. MPCs show aggressive vascular and 

lymphatic invasion as well as extensive lymph node and distant metastases [4]. 

While Onuma et al. showed that MPC morphology did not affect volume growth of 

xenografts, metastatic capacity was not assessed [8]. 

 

The work of Onuma et al. implicates perturbations of conserved molecular 

design cues in a highly fatal CRC subtype and places tumour morphogenesis at the 

centre of cancer research [8]. The model systems described [8] will help integrate 

“OMICs” data within the context of cancer morphology, aid understanding of the 

transition to collective tumour cell invasion, metastasis and support the search for 

novel therapies.    

 



 
 

List of abbreviations: AMIS, apical membrane initiation site; CRC, colorectal 

cancer; CTOS, cancer tissue-originated spheroids; ECM, extracellular matrix; MPC, 

micropapillary cancer; PD, patient-derived 

 

 Figure Legend 

(A) Engagement of cell membrane proteins with the extracellular matrix (ECM) 

initiates microtubule-guided transcytosis (black arrows). This trafficking process 

brings secretory and other proteins from the ECM-facing plasma membrane (red), 

within vesicles (red circles) to establish the apical membrane initiation site (AMIS; 

large red circle) that is situated within the cell-cell contact membrane (green lines). 

Nuclei within the cell doublet are shown (blue). (B) Nascent lumen formation (central 

red circle) is driven by alignment of new apical membrane within the AMIS, guided 

by the orientation of the mitotic spindle [comprising centrosomes (red) and mitotic 

microtubules (green)]. In physiological conditions, spindle orientation is set 

perpendicular to both the central lumen and the plane of cell cleavage. Enlargement 

of the nascent lumen is enhanced by directional secretion from the apical 

membrane. (C) These morphogenesis processes establish polarized glandular 

architecture, with a single central lumen. (D) Polarized glandular architecture of 

normal colonic mucosa. (E) Suppression of vesicular transcytosis by aberrant Rho-

ROCK activity (blue boxes; vertical lines) causes retention of apically targeted 

proteins at the peripheral ECM-facing cell membrane, reversal of membrane polarity 

as well as suppression of AMIS and lumen formation. (F) Continued cell division 

generates nonpolarized cell clusters, with absent or atypical lumens, retention of 

apically targeted proteins at the exterior ECM-facing cell membrane and reversed 

directional secretion capacity. (G) High power view of micropapillary CRC showing 



 
 

irregular tumour cell clusters surrounded by clear lacunar spaces. 

Immunohistochemistry shows abnormal distribution of polymorphic epithelial mucin, 

a glycoprotein apical membrane marker at the ECM-facing exterior surface of tumour 

cell clusters. 
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